smiles wills sandwiches must have been abducted
the human heart abducted
these words surely were abducted
these nightmares must have been abducted

the lower moneyed hierarchy abducted
the ultimate shrink-wrapped star must have been abducted
the gates of heaven and hell abducted
newly resurrected pipes surely were abducted
lawyers doctors pawnbrokers and bankers must have been abducted

these hands these feet must have been abducted
these eyes these thighs this well fed belly
must have been abducted

belly aching epiphanies movies shadows
blankets wallets keys givebacks and paybacks
insatiate incantations abducted
bridges wellsprings enchantment must have been abducted
sawdust ashes footholds must have been abducted
poor dead intertwining regulators must have been abducted

must have been abducted must have been abducted abducted abducted....